IDC 2009 - FRIDAY, June 5th, 2009

8.30-10.00: KEYNOTE
A. Druin (University of Maryland, USA). *Dispelling Myths and Changing Minds: New challenges and opportunities in designing for and with the world's children*

10.00-10.30: Coffee Break

10.30-12.30: SHORT PAPERS (POSTERS) & DEMOS SESSION
Lunch

12.30-13.30: FULL PAPERS SESSION 5 (chair: Juan Pablo Hourcade, University of Iowa, USA)

**Embodied Interaction**
- S. Seitinger (MIT Media Laboratory, USA). *Designing for Spatial Competence*
- A. Antle (Simon Fraser University, Canada), S. Bakker and E. van den Hoven (Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands). *Identifying Embodied Metaphors in Children's Sound-Action Mappings*

15.00-16.30: PANEL

**Museums, Interactive Technology, and Children**
- M. Myllykoski (Heureka Finnish Science Center, Finland), C. Pillsbury (Exploratorium Museum, San Francisco), P. Paolini (Politecnico di Milano, Italy), J. Werner (Children's Museum of Pittsburgh, USA)

16.30-17.00: Coffee Break

17.00-18.00: COMO FOR CHILDREN (C4C) COMPETITION (chair: P.L. Della Vigna, Politecnico di Milano, Italy)

18.00-20.00: COMO FOR CHILDREN (C4C) RECEPTION (at Villa Grumello)

Busses depart at 18.00 from the Conference Venue